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Grant Number 1003

Project Title Hocus Pocus, Everybody Focus!

Please select the MAIN curriculum
area your grant addresses.

Counseling

No

Yes

Does your grant have a technology
component? (Will you have

technology equipment, software, etc.
in your budget?)

Primary Contact Information

First Name Brittany

Email brittany.martinez@allenisd.org

Confirm Email brittany.martinez@allenisd.org

Last Name Martinez

Phone Number 254-394-4019

Campus Rountree Elementary

Main Subject Other

Grade(s) K

I have co-applicants.

Social Media

Please provide your work-related social media contact information.

Facebook

Twitter @martinez_kinder

Other (please specify)

Additional Grant Applicants

First Name
Last

Name Campus Grade

Mary Carpenter Rountree
Elementary

K

Sarah Duckett Rountree
Elementary

K

Jenna Capps Rountree
Elementary

Behavior
Specialist

Adrienne Cook Rountree
Elementary

Resource
K-2

Grant Number 1003

Campus/Student Information
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Your campus: Rountree Elementary

No

Yes

Will other campus' be
involved/impacted by this grant?

Your grade(s): K

No

Yes

Will other grades be
involved/impacted?

Please select all grades that will be
involved/impacted by the grant.

Pre-K
1
K
2
3
4

Project Purpose

What is the problem, need or opportunity that this grant will address? Describe the impact of this project on your students.
(500 words or less.)

Best practices of teaching kindergarten include movement. Students must be provided ample opportunities to move in order to learn
and grow. Studies show when a child begins to lose cognitive function during the learning process it helps to give the child some
sensory input. It is important to offer the child the necessary proprioceptive (orientation of one's body) and vestibular (balance) input
so the child could refocus and attend which ultimately increased cognition and retention of new information. Studies have shown a
huge reduction of sensory seeking behaviors and an increase in cognitive functioning when a Sensory Path has been utilized. A
sensory path is vinyl stickers that create a purposeful path for students to move. (There are links to some videos included below to see
one in action!) By creating a sensory path at Rountree, we are hoping to see a decrease in disruptive behavior and an increase in focus
and attention. 

Occupational Therapists, Physical Therapists, and Autism Experts have collaboratively created the movement for the Sensory Paths to
specifically reduce sensory need and not overstimulate the child.

Project Description

How will the project or program be implemented? Describe activities and tasks. 
Who is the target population and in what ways will they benefit? (500 words or less.)

This project will serve two purposes. We are requesting one large sensory path for the main hallway and three small sensory paths for
our kindergarten classrooms. The large sensory path will be placed in a location easily accessible to all students in the school. We are
fortunate to have a behavior specialist on campus that can help take students to access the sensory path during class time if the
student needs a sensory break to help refocus and get back to class. Teachers can also utilize it during indoor recess, class wiggle
breaks, on the way to lunch, p.e., etc. Students will be taught how to use the sensory path in a purposeful and meaningful way. All
students can benefit from the sensory path but the focus will be students that need a quick sensory break to help increase
achievement and lessen classroom disruptions. 

The three smaller sensory paths will be utilized specifically for our young kindergarten learners. Being a Title 1 campus, our students
come to kindergarten with some unique challenges, one of which is focusing and paying attention. For many of our students, this is
the first time they are required to sustain attention for a given amount of time. By having a sensory path in the classroom, students
that are "wiggly" during a lesson can get some purposeful movement, calm down, and come right back to the lesson with little to no
classroom disruption.

Project Summary
Provide a brief summary for use on the Foundation's website and social media. (2-3 brief sentences)

Hocus Pocus, Everybody Focus: Students will use a sensory path for purposeful movement in order to refocus and increase cognitive
learning and engagement in the classroom.

Allen ISD Goals/ TEKS
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Which Allen ISD goals/TEKS does this project support? Provide only two or three examples.

Allen ISD has high expectations for every learner. However, we all know that sometimes behavior can interfere with a student's ability
to focus. By teaching these students to utilize the sensory path in a positive and productive way, we are hoping to help these students
excel in their learning. This will help us support Allen ISD's mission to have every child succeed at high levels.

Measurement

What specific measurements will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the project? (500 words or less)

Teachers should be able to see less disruptions in the classroom after a student uses the sensory path to help move in a purposeful
and guided way. Teacher feedback will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the sensory path.

Teaching Methods

What teaching methods will be used to implement this project? (500 words or less.)

We recognize that this is not a specific teaching method. However, this is an extremely beneficial tool in teaching students to self
regulate. It will also help teachers teach more effectively because they will not have to stop instruction as often for disruptive behavior.
Students can be taught how to utilize the sensory path independently during unstructured time so they can learn to recognize the
needs of their bodies.

Timeline

What is the project timeline and the date of implementation?

We would like to have these resources available as soon as possible. This would allow students to benefit from the sensory path as
quickly as possible. These decals are designed to last as well. In a classroom the decals can be expected to last several years. There is
also a way to install them permanently with commercial wax if that is allowed. If not, we are still expecting to get several years of use
out of our sensory paths.

Curriculum/System Support

Explain how this idea or project enhances/supports Allen ISD curriculum or existing systems.

This project would allow Rountree to effectively lower disruptive behavior that can occur in the classroom. It also increases the amount
of physical activity that is taking place in our school. This project would benefit all students by increasing focus to allow meaningful
learning opportunities. We included some links to some sensory paths in action. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4q8dNwsR3E (This one is the best example!) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtsflpJcC4U

Budget Details ** All awarded funds will be available by September of the next school year.

Budget Item Item Type
Unit
Cost Quantity

Total
Cost

Sensory Floor Decal Set - Nature Hop Instructional
Supplies or
Resources

267.0 1 267.0

Sensory Floor Decal Set - HOPPIN FUN Instructional
Supplies or
Resources

98.0 3 294.0

BUDGET TOTAL 561

Are there any additional funds available for this grant? Campus or District Funds? PTA funds? Let us know if you have or will be
seeking funds from other sources to help with this project.

No

Yes

Additional funds?

Principal Approval Required

Please provide the Name and Email of your PRINCIPAL. (Not your name)
First Name Last Name Email Address(Completed)
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Lara Utecht lara.utecht@allenisd.org

Applicant Signature

By entering my name below I signify that I understand that if I move within the District and have written the grant myself, I may take
the grant with me to my school (as long as it is appropriate for my classes). If I have written the grant as part of a team, I will leave the

grant behind with the team. If I leave AISD, I will leave the grant with the school for which I wrote the grant. As a condition of this
grant, I will complete an evaluation form provided by the Foundation.

Signature Brittany Martinez

Date 01/11/2019

I certify that this would be a good use of funds for our school and this grant supports the district goals and/or our campus
improvement plans. **Do NOT include any identifiers, such as: campus name, your name, teachers name or mascot **

No actions possible.

Comments

This aligns with our campus improvement plan as we support student behaviors through improving students ability to focus on
instruction.

State Change History

State Change brittany.martinez@allenisd.org
01/24/2019 07:51:13

Submitted

State Change ******
01/27/2019 17:38:24

Accepted

Grant Status

Yes

No

Grant Awarded

Award Amount 561


